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Abstract
Spacecrafi charging effects have been studied since the beginning of the first

satellite-borne experiments in space. Here, both skin and internal dielectric charging
effects are meant. The first high-altitude /lights showed that these effects could become of
great importance for the proper operation of onboard electronic equipment. In some cases,
satellite skin potential could reach relatively high levels, for example at geostationary
orbits. Completely new type of problems could appear when large bodies like manned
spacecrafis, space stcttions at docking procedures etc. have to operate for a lot'tg period on
orbit with high reliability of the onboard equipment for reason of crew safety. Here, we
propose very simple equipment for wide range me(Nurements of the satellite skin potential
using Langmuire probe in a special operation mode.

INTRODUCTION
The skin potential of the charged body in space depends on the

balance of the inflow and outflow cuffents to its surface. The physical
characteristics of the surrounding plasma and the different materials of the
surface have considerable input to this balance.Large bodies in space like
manned spacecrafts, space stations or large geostationary satellites can form
significant potential drops between different parts of their constructions.
Very often this could be a problem for onboard electronics and/or other
charge-sensitive devices. A simple solution could be a distributed system for
skin potential measurement and control sensors spread on the surface of the
spacecraft unit. Here, the proposed Langmuir probe for spacecraft skin
potential measurements is working close to a zeto detection system mode,
which simplifies the measuring techniques and onboard electronics.
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INSTRUMENTATION
The cylindrical Langmuir probe (cl.p) is a very extensively used

instrument for electron density N", electron temperature T. and sateilite skin
potential lJrol measurements because of its simplicity and relatively high
accuracy 17,2,31. Here, we will discuss the basic aspects of the CLp
application for ionospheric plasma diagnostics. I.Langrnuir and H,Mott_
smith were the first !o postulate plasma probe measuring technique in
laboratory plasma in 1924 [4]. Briefly described, plasma probe diagnostics
is based on electrometer measurements of the current from the conductive
electrode in plasma as a function of the sweep voltage applied to it, which is
often called volt-ampere curve. In Fig,1, a sketch or a typicat v/A curve (J"10
vs Ug) from a cylindrical Langmuir probe operating onUoarA the satellite is
shown' Four important regions could be identified on the volt-ampere curve,
denoted by A,B,G,D, accordingly. Region A represents the ion saturation
current from cLP at enough negative u, at which all attracted ions reach the
collector surface while the erectrons are repelled from it. The relative
changes in total ion current with U, r"pt"seni the changes in the effective
ion collection surface of the probe. In the retardation zone B, the electrons
with sufficient energy reach the probe surface. The probe potential at which
J"1o becomes zero as a supe{position of equal electron and ion currents to the
probe surface is called floating potential un. Near un the rapid change in the
probe current is a function of the effective retardation Un for electrons where
the Te determines the power of exponent in the theoretiial expression of the
v/A curve. A large Te value corresponds to a large retardation zone. In a
close area of point c, the probe potential becomes positive in respect to the
plasma and as a result, the probe current is almost caused by electrons
attracted to the probe. This value of the u, sweep, at which the probe
potential becomes zero compared to the undisturbed plasma far from the
probe is called satellite skin potential u.uj. A large poritiu" potentiai U, in
the saturation region D causes the probe cuffent to be .,...... only by the
attracted electrons on the cLP surface. To obtain T", N" and lJrul values from
the experimental c/v curve, a least square technique could be used to fit the
theoretical expression for J"10. It is important to note that large T" values
correspond to a large retardation zone and as a consequence on large uru.Ijn
difference. In the Earth's ionosphere lururunl does not exceed 0.5+0,6v. In
the case of wide range measurements of the satellite potential lJruq for
example, from -200v to +200v, the lusat-unl differenc. 6..o-", less than
0.5vo of the desired range. Therefore, if we measure accurately un, this in
fact corresponds to ? fj.ot value with less than 0.5Vo accuracy in the whole
targeted (-200v +200v) dynamic region.
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Fig.1

The basic assumption of the measuring technique proposed here is to
measure Un as a zero Jeln cuffent level detector with fixed sensitivity
current-to-voltage converter. In the beginning of the operation cycle we use
a CLP only as a rough zero cunent detector. In Fig.2, we show the
schematic solution of the proposed instrument. CLp output is connected to
the input of a current-to-voltage converter (cvc) with appropriate
sensitivity. The output voltage of the CVC throu gh a zero crossing voltage
comparer (coMP) provides an opto-isolated logical output signal. This
logical signal is used as an up/down switch of the counter (couNT) whose
output through a digital-to-analogue converter forms the U, voltage sweep.
The wide dynamic range of U, is a function of the gain of the voltage
amplifier (AMP). The high output voltage of the AMp stage is connected to
the floating ground of the cvC to provide voltage offset in respect to the
plasma. The DC/DC converter and the opto-isolated telemetry buffer output
are used to protect onboard electronics. The operation principle of this
instrument is quite simple. If the input CLP cunent passes through zero
Ievel at some Ur=Un the output logical signal from the comparer reverses
the counting direction of the counter, gain of the output amplifier stage and
starts analog to digital conversion of the ADC block. Every passing through
zero level current repeats this process in the downward direction and in fact
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a cuffent-to-voltage characteristic with a fine voltage sweep from the CLp
in a digital form to the TM output. This part of the c/v curve could be
successfully processed for N1, N", T" and ur4 [5]. when the bottom level of
the counter is reached, logic contror changes the gain and output voitage
step to search for next Ue=Un level, To minimize the error caused by the
difference between Usat and Ufl some a shift in the zero level adjustment of
the comparer can be applied. Time resolution of the method is limited from
the clock (cLK) frequency and frequency band of the cvc. The input stageof the current-to-voltage converter has to be overload protected. A
differential pair of high voltage transistors could be used. ihe dynamic
range of this instrument could be extended by the special HV protected
construction of the electronic block. The main objectives of this sihematic
solution could be realized in some part by a micro-controller unit (counter,
DAC, TM output). This will nejt reduce significantly the used measuring
algorithm. In some cases, low integration chips are beiter protected from the
influence of high voltage static discharge, high level radiation etc. Either
way, the electronics and cLP could be small enough to be spread at
different locations on the surface of large body spaceciafts, space stations
etc.

CONCLUSION
In the present paper a simple method of CLp application within a

wide range of satellite skin potential values is proposJ. This measuring
technique could be an effective tool as apafiof onboard control and safety
systems.
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Fig.2
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fIPOCT AAAIITIIBEH METO.4 3A I,I3ITOJI3BAHE HA
III4JII4HAPI{[IHA coHnA rrA JrEHrMrop B rur,rpoK
AI4AIIA3OH HA I,I3MEHEHpIE HA IIOTEHIII4AJIA

HA CTIbTHI4KA

JI.Baurcoe u A.Bacuneea

Pegroue

EQexrrare or 3ape)KAaHe Ha KocMr4rrecK^Te ailapa:rkr ca 6ulru Lr3yrraBa'V oule c
rlbpBr,rre crrr,THHKOBr{ eKcrrepr4MeHTl{ B KOCMOCa. TOsu upo6neu ce pa3Aenq Ha
BbHrueH Ir BbrperrreH (Azerenrpuueu) e$ercru rra 3apexrrane. llrpnnre Br4coKo
anoreftnu noJrerpl rroKiBBar, rre re3r4 e$enru 6uxa M0TJII{ Aa 6rilat or
Ll3KrrroqlrrerrHa Ba)KHOCT 3a rrpaBrznHoro QyHxquonupaHe Ha 6opgonara
eneKTpoHr{Ka Ha clrbrHnxa. B ngrcou cryqav, floreHul4ansT Ha noBbpxHocrra Ha
crIT'THI4Ka Mo)Ke Aa AocrlzfHe orHocvreJlHo BIicoKI{ HrtBa, HanpvMep 3a
IeocrarlrzoHapnu op6urz. Hanrnuo HoB Trrrr npo6neuz MofaT Aa ce ro.flBflT,
Kofaro foJIeMI{ Tena Karo nl{Jrorr4pyeMr4 KocMr4qecKr{ rcopa6u, KocMzqecKrr
craHr\nA no BpeMe Ha nporleAypa 3a cKaqBaHe Lr r.H. rpx6na 4a QyuxquoHprpar 3a
Abnbf rrepuoA ua op6nra c BrlcoKa HaAe)r(AHocr ua o60py4naHero, mpaHrrrparqo
6esonacHocrra Ha eKrrrralxa. B ragu pa6ora Hze rrpeAnaraMe MHofo lpocr npv6op
sa Ir3MepBaHe Ha noTeHI{r4NrA HA rroBT,pxHocTTa Ha CrrbTHr{Ka B rrI4poK Ar4arIzBOH,
Karo ce h3rroJr3Ba COHAa Ua Jlenrvrrop, Karo ce r43[on3yBa clequszueH pe)rfl4M Ha
pa6ora.
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